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Abstract. Cultural institutions provide important benefits for society and for the visitors who come to them. Their staff need to understand how information technology can augment the visitor experience, and how to engage with their visitors to design programs that will meet visitors’ expectations for greater interaction. Using an iterative, design science based approach, coupled with design thinking workshops bringing stakeholders together, we showed how location-based educational services coupled with mobile apps on handheld devices could be designed to enrich the experience for school students visiting the National Portrait Gallery of Australia.
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1 Introduction

Cultural institutions such as Australia’s National Portrait Gallery provide important benefits to society and to the visitors who come to experience them. Due to resource constraints, many visitors tour the galleries without the benefit of expert guidance that would help to fulfil the Gallery’s purpose: “to increase the understanding and appreciation of the Australian people … through portraiture.” [1, p. 14]. This is especially true for school students visiting the Gallery. While 11,000 of the 18,500 school students who visited the National Portrait Gallery in 2013-14 participated in facilitated programs [1], the other 7,500 students went on self-guided tours with only an orientation session and the help of a simple app on a supplied handheld device. Our research sought to solve the problem of how to engage those students on self-guided tours using location-based educational services: enriching experiences that could be delivered to students depending on their location within the Gallery and their proximity to particular works.

The community invests heavily in cultural institutions, their collections and staff. Funding pressure from government requires institutions to show value for their activities, something that is currently addressed mainly through quantitative metrics like visitor numbers and the quantified results of exit surveys. While a large scale visitor experience survey was done in the past [3], the Gallery has no formal means to gather qualitative data from visiting school groups to help it design experiences that suit the
purpose of the institution and the interests of the visitors. Our process seeks to provide staff at cultural institutions with the skills and techniques to include input from visitors in the design and development of the programs provided by the institutions.

Prior studies have looked at the effectiveness of museum visits for promoting learning [2, 3, 4], but little research has been done on designing information technology-based solutions, particularly those using location-based technologies or social networking techniques, to assist self-guided groups of school students visiting museums [5]. Many cultural institutions have developed mobile apps to augment their visitors’ experience [6, 7, 8, 9, 10]. By and large, these apps provide visitors with written, visual and auditory information to supplement what is available in the galleries and exhibitions. Missing from these apps are layers of active engagement and cocreation that educational theory tells us [11, 12, 13] are important for learning to take place.

Learning is a social experience [11], [13]. In Designing Social Interfaces [14], Crumlish and Malone provide us with a theory of patterns, principles and practices judged to be ‘best practice’ in designing social experiences. We used their work as a foundation to design and develop a social experience using location-based technologies to assist the Gallery to better serve visiting self-guided school groups. By abstracting from observation to theory and then developing practical solutions [15], we refined and extended Crumlish and Malone’s patterns to support collaborative student learning.

This paper presents the design of You2: a mobile app that guides the experience for school students visiting the National Portrait Gallery of Australia. The team sought to answer two questions in its action research project: how can location-based educational services engage students visiting the Gallery in more meaningful ways when compared with existing arrangements; and how can the Gallery design visitor experiences that take into account the perspectives of all stakeholders?

The paper’s theoretical significance is twofold: in the recording of previously unreported design patterns for social interaction to improve the user experience; and in the methods introduced to museum stakeholders to help them include visitors in the design of better visitor experiences.

2 Method

As a research methodology, design is defined as the development of “incrementally effective applicable problem solutions” [16, p. 47]. The project partners investigated the problem of engaging school students visiting the National Portrait Gallery on self-guided visits using an iterative process involving design thinking workshops, observations, discussions, prototyping, video recording and revisions of a ‘problem solution’: the You2 app. The workshop design was also refined each time one was held.

Workshop 1. We surveyed the ideas of those involved using a design thinking workshop [17] with 25 representatives of cultural institutions, the researchers, teachers and developers. Design thinking is a process where people from a range of backgrounds all actively work together, even competitively, to address design issues [18]. Participants
were taken through a design thinking process and completed worksheets based originally on IDEO’s Design Thinking for Educators [19] and Strategizer’s Business Model Canvas [20].

**Observations.** 450 11-13 year-old students from 10 schools were observed visiting the Gallery on organised visits. Each group was given an introductory briefing and iPad tablet containing the Reading Portraits app. Reading Portraits is a simple app developed by the Gallery staff to provide groups of up to 15 students with some directions to engage them with the Gallery’s collection.

**Workshop 2.** A second design thinking workshop was held with Gallery staff from a range of disciplines, along with museum researchers, educators, developers and members of the research team. The workshop was briefed on the outcome of the observations and tasked with coming up with ideas for the design of a suitable experience for visiting students.

**Software Requirements Specification.** The suggestions from these workshops, observations, and discussions with stakeholders were mapped to patterns from Crumlish and Malone’ Designing Social Interfaces [14] to see how the suggestions fit with established practices, identify best practice solutions, and to see where existing theory was lacking. A Software Requirements Specification (SRS) for a location-based educational services app, You2, was developed.

**Prototype.** An initial prototype You2 app was developed in Evernote to demonstrate the solution proposed in the SRS. The prototype was evaluated with 15 11-13 year-old students from a local school by observation and video recording of their use of the prototype during a one-hour tour of the Gallery. Each group of three students shared one tablet containing the prototype app. The prototype directed each group to specific galleries, and contained detailed instructions on their tasks. Students entered their responses to the tasks in the prototype itself in text, audio recordings, and with photos. The prototype also contained a survey for the students to complete at the end of their tour of the Gallery. The student responses to the tasks and the survey were collected and analysed after their visit.

**Student Design Thinking Workshop.** After their tour of the Gallery, the students then participated in a two-hour design thinking workshop based on Institute of Design Stanford’s Gift-Giving Project [21]. The aims of the workshop were to get their feedback on the experience of using the You2 prototype and to give them the opportunity to design their own experience of visiting the Gallery. This workshop was video recorded and observed by Gallery staff, the researchers and teachers.
The Final You2 app. The Software Requirement Specification was revised following reflection on the outcomes of the observations of the students using the initial prototype in the Gallery, and their contributions through the design thinking workshop. Further evaluation by observation and survey with students visiting the Gallery will be made once the next iteration of the app is ready.

3 Outcomes

Workshop One. Pattern analysis of transcripts of presentations and content of workshop sheets from the initial workshop using AntConc (text analysis toolkit), TagAnt (part-of-speech tagger), and Wordle (an online word cloud visualisation tool) [22, 23, 24] showed that the participants felt the need for an experience for groups visiting the gallery that was a journey (tour, trail) through the space interacting with augmented works and creating a response. The analysis also showed workshop participants agreed that visitors should experience works in the galleries and exhibitions; had access to a map, stories, and history; could find out more about people (subjects and artists) and music related to them; complete a quiz; connect with each other; take a selfie; compile their responses and send them to or exchange them with other people through the Gallery website; and review what they themselves and others have done.

Observations at the National Portrait Gallery. Observations of school students visiting the Gallery on self-guided tours showed that both the students and accompanying adults enjoyed their experiences, even though most of them were tired; not prepared; and did not understand what they would experience. The large groups of up to 15 students meant that most students made no contribution to discussions raised as a result of using the Reading Portraits app. There was also scope to prepare students (and accompanying adults) so that they better understood how to behave in a gallery.

Workshop Two. Participants in the second design thinking workshop agreed that the focus of the experience should be on the students rather than teachers or accompanying adults. To overcome the students’ and teachers’ weariness, lack of preparation and understanding seen during the observations, it was agreed that visiting groups should be offered programs that would energise, motivate, engage and entertain them quickly and without assuming that they had done any preparation for the visit.

Software Requirements Specification. Functions in the SRS for the You2 app were mapped to Crumlish and Malone’s framework to look for patterns of best practice for user experience to help with the development of the app. During this process a number of patterns that were not readily apparent in the framework were identified. These new patterns were:

Production User creates content (audio, photos, text) and selects media for
Saving and Displaying
Photographing  User accesses their device’s camera through the app to capture full-view and close-up images of selected works, editing and cropping if necessary. The user can choose from the shots taken those to be saved, shared and displayed.

Selfies  User accesses their device’s camera through the app to create, choose and edit a selfie to share.

Audio Recording  User uses their device’s microphone through the app to create, edit and choose audio to share.

Writing  User adds text to their exhibition to save and display.

Presentation  User organises, saves and exports the materials they have created, and presents them to an audience.

The initial draft SRS defined an experience for the students working in groups that actively engaged them in tasks requiring them to look closely at portraits and to record their responses.

Evernote prototype app. Direct observation and analysis of video recording of students using the prototype showed that the You2 design worked well. The students enjoyed the experience and carried out the tasks with competence. It was, however, thought that the experience could be simplified a little to reduce the number of separate steps required; and that when making an audio recording of their responses, students should be able to see and review their notes. The students’ response to the experience can be best summed up with the following quote from one of the students:

… The experience we had at the National Portrait Gallery was really excellent. We had loads of fun and we got to look at loads of different portraits, and it was really interesting to look at all the different styles, the way people did them. (Year 6 student after using the prototype You2 app, September, 2015)

Student Design Thinking workshop. In the student design thinking workshop, the students provided valuable feedback on the prototype and came up with a number of their own ideas for augmenting a visit to the Gallery. Social networking features were high on their list of suggestions, especially more sharing options, and tagging and rating portraits. The students also suggested that there be details of the portraits included in the app.

Revised Software Requirements Specification. Only minor revisions were made to the SRS after reflecting on the experience of the students using the prototype and their feedback via the survey and workshop. The main change was that rather than repeating the same process for two portraits, it was streamlined for the second portrait so the students had a novel experience the second time around. The final SRS included the Scope and Functions for the You2 app as follows:

Scope. The You2 app should: enhance the level of engagement from self-guided groups; help users understand how to read a portrait; be enjoyable to use, and motivate users to
complete the experience; be accessible to visiting students of diverse ages and abilities; and function regardless of the current hang in the gallery.

**Functions.** During a 45 minute to one-hour tour of the Gallery, the You2 mobile app will help small groups of students create their own short audio tour of several portraits. The app will ask the students a series of questions and collect their responses (as selections, text input, photos, and audio recordings). The students’ responses can be played on the device or emailed to them.

4 **Discussion**

The success of the You2 app for students is reflected in their response to the experience as evidenced by observation, video recording, survey results, and feedback from teachers and Gallery staff. The students expected that the experience would not be engaging, but they loved it and were happy to encourage other students to visit the Gallery in the future. It was clear that the shared experiential learning model was successful. More students were engaged actively compared with the case where students visited the Gallery in larger groups facilitated by the Reading Portraits mobile app.

For teachers, success is measured immediately by their observations that the students are more engaged when using the You2 app when compared with the alternatives (no app or using the Reading Portraits app). For the Gallery, success is measured by their observations that the students learned to look closely at the works and came up with their own interpretations of the artists’ intentions. For the researchers, validation of the process of developing the experience was demonstrated by the positive responses of the Gallery staff to the input provided by the students and teachers when given the opportunity to test prototypes and workshop their own ideas.

We questioned whether any of Crumlish and Malone’ 126 patterns gave us guidance on what constitutes best practice for the media production and presentation aspects of the You2 app. While most of the functions proposed for the app can be matched to Crumlish and Malone’s patterns, there are no specific principles or patterns for taking photographs (including selfies); recording audio; typing in text (apart from in a blog); and creating and giving presentations, even though these things are common activities in social apps. We believe the You2 app demonstrates effective user experiences for these patterns that will be useful to other developers that seeks to engage users in a social experience, such as support for informal learning in museums and galleries.

It could be argued that Crumlish and Malone’s Broadcasting/Publishing and Communication patterns cover the required functions. There is, however, a sufficient difference between what Crumlish and Malone saw as constituting Broadcasting/Publishing and Communication, and what was required for the You2 app.
5 Conclusion

Emerging communication devices and embedded technologies that provide location and proximity services give us new opportunities to enrich the experience of visitors to galleries and museums. These services not only help institutions to communicate with visitors in ways not previously possible – potentially satisfying demand for greater and more active engagement with institutional staff – they also provide opportunities for visitors to communicate among themselves and with their families, fellow students, teachers and friends. We set out to improve the design process for the experiences visitors – particularly school groups – had when they visited the National Portrait Gallery. The You2 app differs from most other museum apps by actively engaging visitors rather than just providing information. By introducing the Gallery staff to design thinking workshops, particularly those involving the customers themselves – school students – in the design of the experiences they wanted to have when they visited the Gallery, we showed Gallery staff how working together on problems with other stakeholders (particularly the students themselves) helped them to come up with better solutions, and to see the issues they were dealing with from a number of perspectives. The process helped them to understand they could use a common language to describe the experiences they wanted to deliver, based on established ‘best practice’ frameworks with extensions to accommodate their circumstances.

The new design patterns that we have proposed here are applicable to a broader range of social interfaces beyond apps to support school students visiting cultural institutions. These design patterns differentiate the user experience from one where the user is a passive receiver of information to one where the user is a contributor of nuanced artefacts (audio, text and photo). They should therefore be important considerations for any experience where developers want to engage with their users to cocreate materials and encourage users to actively participate in the development and interpretation of shared media, from transitory virtual objects through to canonical works of art. What these design patterns add to the corpus are references to techniques that actively engage users in ways that help them to learn more from their involvement by doing something other than just hearing or seeing information or responding to existing interpretations. Examples might include application environments for shared proposals to develop community space; for school field-trip social and scientific data acquisition, sharing and interpretation; or for gathering indigenous knowledge of place through collecting and embedding stories in particular locations.
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